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2 Understanding the usefulness of prognostic models in clinical decision-making

3 Introduction

4 Over the past decade, prognostic models have become
5 increasingly available for musculoskeletal conditions. Researchers
6 have developed models to predict outcomes from back, neck,
7 shoulder, elbow, knee and ankle pain.1 Low back pain alone has
8 inspired the development of more than 30 prognostic models.2
9 Although widely available, few prognostic models have been

10 successfully translated to clinical practice.3
11 Prognostic models generate individual risk profiles, which can
12 inform decisions about the type and intensity of early manage-
13 ment. The quality of a prognostic model is usually assessed by its
14 ability to predict outcome. However, accuracy does not guarantee
15 that a model will improve decision-making: some models with
16 moderate to high predictive accuracy would offer little value over
17 simply treating everybody, regardless of their risk profile.4
18 Furthermore, statistical measures of predictive accuracy, such as
19 discrimination, calibration, and model fit, are often difficult for
20 clinicians to interpret and give no indication as to whether the
21 model will improve decision-making.
22 Researchers have begun to assess the ability of prognostic
23 models to inform the clinical decision-making process by using a
24 decision curve analysis (DCA).5 The DCA is a statistical approach
25 that estimates the net benefit of basing clinical decisions on a
26 patient’s prognostic score, and compares this to the value of other
27 decision-making strategies.
28 This Research Note describes the principles and limitations of
29 DCA, and the clinical consequences of using prognostic models for
30 clinical decision-making in physiotherapy practice. A glossary of
31 terms is provided in Appendix 1 (see eAddenda for Appendix 1).

32 Validating a prognostic model

33 Prognostic models work by allocating individual patients a
34 probability for developing a health outcome. When health
35 outcomes are binary (one of two outcomes are possible eg,
36 development of chronic pain, mortality), prognostic models
37 produce estimates of probability. Also known as ‘absolute risk’,
38 these probabilities can be expressed as a number between 0 and
39 1 or a percentage chance (0 to 100) of a health outcome occurring.
40 When health outcomes are continuous (outcome has multiple
41 levels eg, level of motor function or quality of life after stroke, costs
42 of hospitalisation, days to recovery), rather than probabilities,
43 prognostic models provide other estimates of predicted outcome.
44 Binary outcomes tend to be a more popular choice for prognostic
45 models than continuous outcomes.6
46 The first step in the validation process is to determine if the
47 predictions that a model makes are accurate. Traditionally,
48 researchers assess accuracy by testing the predictions in a sample
49 of patients that is different to the sample where the model was
50 developed: a validation cohort. In this cohort, researchers can
51 determine to what extent risk estimates from a prognostic model
52 are higher for those who experience poor outcomes versus those
53 who experience good outcomes (discrimination) and how well
54 these predicted risks match observed risks (calibration).

55Unfortunately, discrimination and calibration are not easy to
56interpret clinically. For example, the statistics offer no guidance
57about how well a model should discriminate between good and
58poor outcomes and how correct the calibration should be before a
59clinician should decide to use the prognostic model in practice.
60The gold standard for assessing the clinical consequences of
61using a prognostic model is by an impact trial, where patients are
62randomly allocated to either prognostic screening with matched
63recommendations (stratified care) or to usual practice. The results
64of an impact trial provide an unbiased estimate of whether
65stratified care improves outcomes compared to usual practice.
66Although they are essential aspects of prognostic research, impact
67trials are costly and time consuming.
68In 2006, Vickers and Elkin5 proposed the DCA not as an
69alternative to an impact study, but as a step towards deciding
70whether a model is likely to be useful for decision-making or not.

71Net benefit

72Prognostic models are likely to be useful if they can be shown to
73lead to more benefit and less harm than a one-size-fits-all
74decision-making strategy. Benefits and harms, in this context, refer
75to the consequences of clinical decisions. At a fundamental level,
76benefits occur when clinicians recommend the appropriate
77intensity of treatment to a given patient; harms occur when
78clinicians recommend too much treatment (overtreatment) or too
79little treatment (undertreatment).
80DCA quantifies the trade-off between benefit and harm by
81placing them on the same scale: the net benefit. The net benefit
82accounts for how an individual clinician, in their decision-making,
83might balance the benefit of early treatment with the harms
84of overtreatment or undertreatment. The net benefit statistic
85combines aspects of discrimination, calibration, and model fit. The
86interpretation is relatively easy: net benefit is the proportion of
87high-risk patients who would be recommended early intervention
88appropriately, without increasing the number of early interven-
89tions recommended to low-risk patients.

90Basing clinical decisions on prognosis

91Every clinician has to make a decision on the course of action
92they will recommend to a patient. They might decide to treat
93everyone with a particular health condition the same way. For
94example, they might recommend self-management to every
95patient with low back pain, and vastus medialis exercises to every
96patient with anterior knee pain.
97An alternative to the one-size-fits-all strategy is to recommend
98treatments, particularly intensive treatments, according to a
99patient’s prognosis. A clinician might decide to recommend
100intensive treatments to only those with a high risk of poor
101outcome. For example, they might only recommend cognitive
102behavioural therapy to patients at high risk of chronic pain, or
103intensive rehabilitation programs to elderly patients who are at
104high risk of falling.
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105 Each of these decision strategies carries a trade-off between
106 benefit and harm. The consequences of ‘treat all’ strategies are that
107 all high-risk patients receive early intervention (benefit) but a
108 large number of low-risk patients are overtreated (harm).7 The
109 consequences of ‘treat none’ strategies are that no high-risk
110 patients receive early intervention (harm),7 but low-risk patients
111 are spared unnecessary treatment (benefit).
112 The key question for the clinician is: which approach (ie, treat
113 all, treat none or use a prognostic model) leads to the highest net
114 benefit?

115 Probability threshold

116 There is an added level of complexity when clinicians want to
117 assess the value of a prognostic model: the cut-off score. Using a
118 prognostic model with a very low cut-off score will have similar
119 consequences to a treat all strategy. A high cut-off score will have
120 similar consequences to a treat none strategy. Therefore, the cut-
121 off score is of crucial relevance to the usefulness of a prognostic
122 model.
123 To determine a relevant cut-off, clinicians need to decide
124 exactly what level of risk warrants further intervention. For
125 example, some clinicians might recommend intensive rehabilita-
126 tion for patients with > 20% risk of a poor outcome. Other more
127 risk-averse clinicians might use 10% as their threshold. In the DCA
128 this cut-off score is known as the probability threshold (Figure 1).
129 Although slightly abstract, the probability threshold reflects an
130 implicit step in the decision-making process for all physiothera-
131 pists. Even when they use gut feelings to make a decision, clinicians
132 apply an assumption of risk to every patient.
133 The probability threshold represents the benefit to harm trade-
134 off that was discussed earlier. As such, the threshold will depend
135 on the following:

136 1.137 How invasive is the treatment in question?
138 2.139 What is the likely outcome if all patients were to be
140 recommended treatment versus not recommended treatment?
141 3.142 What is more important: not missing high-risk patients (ie, not
143 undertreating) or not treating low-risk patients unnecessarily
144 (ie, not overtreating)?

145 Even if a clinician doesn’t know their threshold, they can
146 estimate it by asking themselves the following question: how
147 many unnecessary courses of intensive intervention would I be
148 happy to recommend in order to provide early intervention to one
149 patient who experienced a poor outcome (Table 1)?
150 The probability threshold is the starting point for interpreting a
151 DCA. Once the probability threshold has been decided upon, one
152 can assess which decision-making strategy leads to the highest net
153 benefit.

154 Example

155 In acute low back pain, guidelines suggest that every patient
156 receives minimal early management. However, around one in
157 every three patients with acute low back pain develops chronic low

158back pain.8 That means that one in every three would be
159undertreated with a minimal early management strategy. On
160the other hand, intensive early management for all patients is
161impractical and risks exposing large numbers of low-risk patients
162to unnecessary intervention (overtreatment). Targeted intensive
163management for those with a poor prognosis is a promising
164alternative.
165A clinician could choose from the following decision-making
166strategies:

1671. 168Recommend early, intensive treatment to all patients with acute
169low back pain (treat all).
1702. 171Do not recommend early, intensive treatment to any patients
172with acute low back pain (treat none).
1733. 174Recommend early, intensive treatment based on a prognostic
175model (prognostic screening).

176Question
When deciding whether to recommend early, intensive manage-

177ment to a patient with acute low back pain, does using a prognostic
178model to screen patients for their risk of chronic low back pain lead to
179a net benefit, compared to a treat all or treat none decision-making
180strategy?
181This question was examined in a recent study.9 It investigated
182whether a prognostic model for acute low back pain could lead to
183more appropriate care than a treat all or treat none strategy. A DCA
184was performed and the results are shown in Figure 2. The DCA
185showed that for clinicians with a probability threshold between
18615 and 35% (those who were happy to recommend unnecessary
187intervention to between three and seven patients to prevent one
188case of chronic pain), using the prognostic model would provide
189the highest net benefit. Risk-averse clinicians (eg, those who were
190happy to recommend upwards of seven patients unnecessary
191treatment) would be better off using a treat all strategy than the
192prognostic model. Clinicians who were not risk-averse (eg, those
193who were unhappy to recommend more than three unnecessary
194interventions) would be better off using a treat none strategy.

195Application to physiotherapy research

196Until recently, the DCA has been applied primarily to cancer and
197cardiovascular research. For example, researchers in the United
198States used a DCA to test whether a prognostic model based on
199imaging findings, biopsy results, or both, could reduce the number

Figure 1. The probability threshold.
Number is the % risk of poor outcome, where a clinician would recommend further treatment. For example, a threshold of 20% means that a clinician would only recommend
intensive treatment to patients with risk scores > 20%. A clinician with a low probability threshold (< 50%) weighs the consequences of undertreatment more heavily than the
consequences of unnecessary treatment. Like low cut-off scores, low probability thresholds have a high false positive rate and low false negative rate (ie, they are sensitive but
not specific). A clinician with a high probability threshold (> 50%) weighs the consequences of unnecessary treatment more heavily than the consequences of undertreatment.
Like high cut-off scores, high probability thresholds have a low false positive rate and high false negative rate (ie, they are specific but not sensitive).

Table 1
What is my probability threshold?

Number of unnecessary episodes of early management that
I would be willing to recommend in order to prevent one
patient experiencing a poor outcome

Probability
threshold

2 0.5
3 0.33
5 0.20
10 0.10
20 0.05
50 0.02
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